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Editor's Message

Looking back at the month of January, it was an eventful month on
the national scene (understatement), and for me an uneventful month
on the fishing scene (also an understatement). My 2021 steelhead card
still shows a goose egg, and I didn’t do a whole lot better anywhere else
I went. But at least I did do some fishing! Hope everyone else did too,
and with even better results. Cold temperatures, but dry with low and
clear water conditions. Shasta Lake is at 50% capacity, and Oroville
even worse at 35%. Fingers crossed for some rain, or there will be
another bad fire season ahead. Weather forecast looks promising as I
write this, proof that crossing fingers does work! I must remember
that next time I float the Trinity!
 
In this month’s newsletter, President Mary will update you on club
business, meetings, and plans for the future. There is a lot going on!
Included this month is news about the COVID vaccine for Shasta
County, some fish out information, meet your newsletter publisher,
board member, and entomologist Donald Owen, a report from the
Northern Council of Fly Fishers International, and other bits of news
and stories about broken fly rods.  Remember to share stories of
your own! Send them to the editor.. 

 Allan Craig



President's Message

2021 is starting as a very busy year for the Club. First I would like to
congratulate and thank Janet and Jonathan Sloat as the winners of the
custom-made landing net and for donating it back to the Club to be
auctioned in our 2021 Fund Raiser. The Fund Raiser will be in March
and will start with a week long eBay online auction followed by a silent
auction at the club house. Many people hear the words “Fund Raiser”
and in their brain it translates to “get a great deal.” We want both but
we really need the 2021 Fund Raiser to raise funds for the Club. We
weren’t able to hold our auction and party in 2020 so need to make
sure we do right by the Club for 2021.

Don Owen is going to teach Zoom entomology classes (you were sent
an email) which are tailored to the fly fisher. I am signed up and
looking forward to fishing something other than an orange strike
indicator when nothing seems to work.

I have my favorite knots that I use when fishing. I also use them
around the house when needed. Do you know why your guide insists
on tying on the flies when you fish? It’s because too many people think
they know how to tie a good knot and they don’t. Why do you need a
reliable knot? It helps land the fish! We need an instructor, so please
see the Help Wanted Section below so we can launch this class. I
remember in the “old days” when the San Francisco Angling Club used
to host a weekend-long knot tying competition with 130+ teams
participating. Time trials, really complicated salt water knots, etc.
When I was working, one of my clients was the largest online porn site
specializing in B&D and they had classes in really sophisticated knots.
Really.

Website update - look for the new Roster and 2021 password coming
February 1st.

Don’t forget to purchase your 2021 fishing license for California and
other states you plan on fishing in 2021. You can access most of the
western states on the Resources page of the website. And please turn
in your 2020 Steelhead Card.

Mary Nishioka

Website Update

The Roster on the website will be updated February 1st. Everyone who
has enrolled as a member for 2021 will be included in the Roster and
everyone who has not enrolled for 2021 will be dropped. Advantages
for Members: allowed to participate in club fish outs, priority in class
enrollment, fish reports and other events and activities available only
to Members.



If you haven’t enrolled for 2021 you can go to the website:
www.shastatrinityflyfishers.com and enroll online if you have a PayPal
account, or print the enrollment form (Print button at top of the page)
and mail the form in with your check to the PO Box as indicated on
the form.

When you enroll, you will be provided with the password for the
Roster. All members will be provided the new password for 2021 when
the new Roster is loaded.

First thing to do it to check your listing and make sure there are no
mistakes and it looks the way you want it to. If you provided email
addresses for other family members, they will be included on the
Roster. If any changes need to be made, please use the Contact Us tab
and send the correct information.

Club Meeting - February 10th

Captain Hogan Brown on Bass Fishing in N. California

Hogan will talk about why he moved from being a trout fishing guide
that bass fished to a bass fishing guide that occasionally trout fishes.
He will share the realities surrounding the availability and access for
most Californians to bass and why it is truly our state's richest and
most readily available game fish - as well as the biology, habitat, and
why this fish is one of the best fly rod species to target in Northern
California. He will also share his theories on how and when to fish for
these fish across various locations and watersheds as well as fly
design, presentation, and tactics. 

Hogan grew up on the Lower Yuba River in Northern California, an
only child who really liked catching fish. Playing with bugs didn’t
make him the coolest kid on the block and he developed a penchant
for solitary activities: fly fishing and playing guitar. As a teen, he
worked at the local fly shop in Nevada City and he’s been a part of the
fly fishing community ever since.

He has devoted his life to the sport, guiding for trout, steelhead, bass,
carp and anything that swims in a river, lake, pond, ditch or body of
water he could access within the gray area of California's trespass law.
He has worked in all aspects of the industry—behind fly shop counters
and in lodges, ran an outfitting business and a non-profit, and even a
brief stint as a corporate rep before realizing that cubicles were not his
thing. Through it all, he’s remained in the trenches as a guide.

Hogan now devotes most of his time on the water guiding for striped
bass on the Sacramento River, as well as spotted and largemouth bass
on Northern California’s famous lakes and reservoirs. He’s pioneered
techniques for catching bass on the fly and works tirelessly to grow the
sport as co-founder of the California Bass Union, a group of guides

http://www.shastatrinityflyfishers.com
http://www.calbassunion.com


and anglers working to develop and promote bass fishing with a fly
rod.

Hogan gives back to the fly fishing community as a board member of
the American Fly Fishing Trade Association and marketing director of
Cast Hope, a non-profit with the mission of getting kids outdoors
through fly fishing.

In addition to being a proud Hatch Reels pro, Hogan also works with
Scott Fly Rods, Costa Del Mar Sunglasses, StealthCraft Boats, Airflo
Fly Lines and Echo Rods, along with being a Simms ambassador and
Fulling Mills contract fly tyer. Hogan is also a connoisseur of fine ales
and fermented grains, a home gardener, a die-hard San Francisco
Giants and Notre Dame football fan, member of the rock band Royal
Oaks, and a husband to an amazing wife and mother, as well as a
father to two young boys.
To learn more about Hogan and his guiding adventures follow the
links below:
hgbflyfishing.com calbassunion.com
affta.org casthope.org

2020 Awards: Fly Fisher of the Year, Fly Tyer of the Year,
Volunteer of the Year

The Awards for 2020 have been selected and the plaques are being
engraved. We will announce the people who helped make the Club a
success in 2020 at the meeting on February 10th.

FishOuts - Baum Lake Report and Upcoming

Report: Thursday, January 14 at Baum Lake
Number of members attending: 11
Weather: 37 in the AM warming to 53 by early afternoon. Slightly hazy
sky but almost no wind.
Results: It was readily apparent the west side of the lake had recently
been planted so the majority of our members focused on that portion
of the lake. Almost everyone caught fish…some more than others. The
fishing techniques varied from using small nymph patterns under an
indicator…to stripping a small leech. Both techniques had success,
however those fishing the current off the block house seemed to land
more trout.
Summary: All in all, it was a good FishOut and I believe everyone
enjoyed getting out of “hibernation” and experiencing the opportunity
to fish.
 

Dick Recchia, Baum Lake Fishmaster

Next FishOut: Lower Sacramento River on February 19

https://www.affta.org/
http://www.casthope.org
http://hgbflyfishing.com
http://hgbflyfishing.com
http://calbassunion.com
http://affta.org
http://affta.org
http://casthope.org
http://casthope.org


 

Coming in March:  Pyramid Lake presentation on the 10th, FishOut
March 19-21. Make reservations early if staying at Crosby’s, now called
Pyramid Lodge

Trout in the Classroom

The program received funding from the
local chapter of Trout Unlimited and
consumable supplies were provide to
thirteen Redding area schools. Trout eggs
from the Mt. Shasta Hatchery are expected
the first week in February. Allan

News from Fish and Wildlife
CDFW Director Carlton Bonham reported that the department
recognizes the importance of recreation for mental and physical health
and they are trying to keep such opportunities open as much as
possible during the pandemic. California issued nearly two million
sport fishing licenses in 2020, an 11 percent increase over 2019.

Help the Club / Help Wanted

Fund Raiser Solicitation

The STFF Fund Raiser for 2021will start with a week-long eBay
auction from March 14 - 21 followed by a silent auction at the club
house from March 23 - 28. Details to follow.

We have some wonderful items to auction but we need more. If you
have new or gently used items you would be so generous to donate to
the club, please contact our Auction Chair, Kirk Garfield at
kirkgarfield@sbcglobal.net. In the past, besides fly fishing items, we
have had artwork, gift baskets and other assorted and interesting
items. The Club needs the fund raiser to be a success as we weren’t
able to hold our 2020 auction and party. Please look around and
contact Kirk. Many thanks for your cooperation and contributions.

Zoom Knot Instructor

The most frequently asked question (besides
where are the fish?) is how to tie knots. You
want your knots to be at least 95% effective or
better and the only way to achieve that is to
learn to tie them correctly and then practice.
The aim is to do them quickly with ice cold

mailto:kirkgarfield@sbcglobal.net


fingers standing in an unstable boat or current. We want to help you
achieve this proficiency and to do that we need a knot tying instructor
who can teach Zoom classes on the basic 4 knots everyone needs to get
started. Then, who knows, we can go from there. Bimini Twist anyone?

If you are our person, please contact Mary Nishioka
at 650-520-9992 or nishfish4@me.com

Assistance with Net-Building Classes

Tom Taylor and Alan Jones are starting up the club net-building
classes again in March, 2021, and are looking for a little help.
 

If you have some woodworking experience, are comfortable using shop
tools such as a table saw, band saw, router, drill press, etc., and would
like to help others learn to build their own landing nets, we’d love to
talk with you. 
 

The classes take three days of 2-4 hours each, to complete a net
frame. We do this within the space of a week, so that’s the time
commitment you would have for each class of four net-
builders. Normally we hold classes on weekdays, but may have a few
working club members who would need an evening / weekend class.
 

If you already have some basic skills and haven’t yet built one of these
nets, we would ask you to join our first class so you can learn the
routine. Once that happens, we’d ask that you provide hands-on help
to net-builders as an instructor during classes. Also, if Alan or Tom
was not available, you would fill in to keep the net-builders on track
during class. 
 

Thanks for considering this request. It’s really satisfying to do these
classes because you get the time to know some club members much
better, and they all walk away with a net they’re very proud of building
themselves. 

Please contact Tom at tmtaylor321@gmail.com 
or Alan at alanjerri@yahoo.com

COVID Vaccine
VETERANS
It is possible for vets to get the vaccine now. If you are a vet and over 75
years of age it is possible to make an appointment for a COVID-19
vaccination with the VA by calling 1 800 382 8387. There will be a
long list of options (a minute +) when you call, but stay on the line and
you will be transferred to a real person. That person will make an
appointment for you.

Jim Tornillo

mailto:nishfish4@me.com


Steve Martin said getting the vaccine was a good news/bad news
thing. Good news he got the shot, bad news it was because of his
age! For those of us who are fortunate (??) enough to be over 65 and
have received our first dose, and IF the second dose is available when
we show up for our next appointment, then just maybe we can
cautiously tip toe out from our reclusive lives. (Assuming health care
workers etc. are being taken care of first.)  
 

From NBC News:
“More than 80 percent of Americans plan to get a COVID-19 vaccine as
soon as available or shortly thereafter, according to a poll released
Monday by research firm Ipsos and ABC News”.
 

Current vaccines are said to be 95% effective, which is not 100%, and
vaccinated people can evidently still carry the virus. If people (20 per
cent or so if the poll is accurate) choose not to be vaccinated there will
still be risks associated with large gatherings.
 

Message about an international fishing group I associate with: “I just
learned this week that a few of our good friends in Europe have come
down with COVID - 19 and fortunately are recovering, however with
various lung issues. I also spoke with Hans van Klinken on Sunday. He
said that both he and his wife Ina have each lost a parent to Covid - 19.
He went on to mention that 29 members of a fly fishing club that he
belongs to have died from the virus.”
 

So- How and when can organizations including STFF have “safe”
gatherings is not a simple question. Even if vaccinated some folks may
choose to stay away?
 

A note about international travel: currently a negative COVID test is
required 72 hours prior to arrival back into the US. Many countries
have a similar requirement. A few countries do accept proof of
vaccination in lieu of the testing.

Allan

Publishers Note: Visit your county’s website for more information on
vaccine rollout. In Shasta County visit Shasta Ready COVID Vaccines.

Donald Owen
Board member and Newsletter Publisher

Growing up in a small Pennsylvania town with a creek,
forest, and farms out my backdoor, I practically lived
in the outdoors. Starting in high school, I largely
taught myself how to tie flies and fish them. Initial
attempts at catching fish with a fly were frustrating,
but from watching successful anglers it was obvious

https://www.ipsos.com/en-us/news-polls/abc-news-coronavirus-poll
https://www.co.shasta.ca.us/ready/covid-19/vaccinations


that fly fishing worked. A breakthrough came when I decided to
concentrate on a small put-and-take creek near our house – Valley
Creek. Here I caught my first trout on a small wet fly fished on a short,
tight line. The tug of the fish was unmistakable as the fly drifted from a
riffle into deeper water. It is an experience I have never tired of and
remains my favorite method for catching trout.  

As a graduate student in the Department of Entomology at UC
Berkeley, I discovered a trout stream within an easy drive of campus –
Putah Creek, which flows cold from Lake Berryessa. It could be
excellent fishing, especially when Hydropsyche caddis were
hatching. A bonus of specializing in forest entomology was that trout
streams and research plots were often in close proximity. Pilot Creek
in the Sierra Nevada and San Antonio Creek in New Mexico were two
of my favorites.
 

My first permanent job was with the USDA Forest Service in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Here I met my good friend and fishing
partner Jerry, who caught his first trout on a fly in San Antonio Creek
where it exits the incredible Valles Caldera at 8,000 feet in the Jemez
Mountains. To catch big trout, we would take one- or two-day
marathon road trips to the San Juan River just south of the Colorado
border. We caught trout on midge pupae imitations and, of course,
San Juan worms.

In late 1986 I accepted a special assignment in which I was loaned to
the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection in
Redding. Linda, the love of my life, and I moved all of our belongings
and bought a house in Cottonwood where we raised a family and still
live. I enjoyed a nearly 30-year career as a Forest Health Specialist /
Forester with CalFire.

The majority of my fly fishing has been for trout and steelhead in
northern California and Oregon, where there are so many great places
to fish. Some that I regularly enjoy are the McCloud, upper and lower
Sacramento, Manzanita Lake, Metolius, Deschutes, John Day, and
Owyhee. I love fly fishing because it enables me to mentally step
unencumbered into another world and experience the richness of
nature. There is always something to learn. Fishing with a friend
makes the experience whole.

Don

Northern California Council
Fly Fishers International Report - January 2021

As we all continue to struggle with the challenges of COVID-19 I find
myself dreaming of time on a river or lake. I realized it has been more
than 7 months since I’ve fished. As 2021 begins I think we all are
hoping that we can begin to see declining numbers of cases, falling



hospitalizations & deaths. Our future rests on our ability to do our
personal part to use masks, social distance & not be involved in large
gatherings. As a doctor I know these are the best actions we can take
while waiting on vaccinations. Our future is bright if we do these
things, and I realize we are all tired of it and want our lives back. Hang
in there. Help is coming.
 

The Northern California Council Board has not met since late October
as we decided with the holidays and virus challenge there was no good
reason to meet. We decided to continue our activities as planned and
meet in January hoping things would be better. So, we have a Board
meeting set for January 18th and all club Presidents are invited to
attend. Our focus this year will be to support our clubs, work to create
and tighten our sense of community, and to come together for the
good of all our clubs and to support our sport of fly fishing. I’ve asked
our Presidents to attend the meeting (zoom of course) to hear their
concerns, needs and ideas as we as your Council plan our goals and
objectives for 2021. Of greatest importance is to help clubs continue to
survive in conditions less than ideal, and to continue to work on
conservation concerns facing our watersheds and fisheries. 
 

The NCCFFI has compiled a speakers list, many of which do zoom
presentations, and it is available to all clubs by sending me an email
(mrockwell1945@gmail.com).  A disappointment for all is that the Fly
Fishing Show in Pleasanton will not be held at its normal time of
February, but may be held in late April or May if conditions allow. We
will keep you advised.
 

On conservation you should know that we are now past most of the
difficult hurdles to remove 4 dams from the Klamath River. We ran
into a serious snag in August when the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) agreed to license transfer to the Klamath River
Renewal Corporation (KRRC), the removal entity, but didn’t remove
Pacific Power. That resulted in 3+ months of negotiations to satisfy
Pacific Power. Finally, a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was
signed in Mid November by Oregon, California, Klamath Tribes,
KRRC & Pacific Power that will remove PP from the license once
FERC agrees to license surrender to KRRC. From that point forward it
will only be KRRC and the removal & restoration contractors who will
make the calls based upon the already signed Klamath River
Hydropower Agreement (KSHA), of which NCCFFI is a signatory. We
have represented all of you - Fly Clubs and members - since 2003 in
this negotiation. We are proud of this, and we are proud to be a part of
bringing back the 3rd most productive salmon & steelhead rivers of
the lower 48.
 

Lastly, after 5 years of effort the NCCFFI & Ben Taylor have completed
a Fisheries Monitoring Plan for the Smith River. The Smith is the last
great anadromous fish river in California with no dams and historic
runs of Chinook salmon & Steelhead. This plan provides for DIDSON
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sonar monitoring of the incoming runs of fish in the fall and winter,
and scientifically valid data upon which to make management
decisions on the fishery. Our goal was to make sure this last great river
is managed for future generations and is kept healthy with a
dominantly wild population of fish. We are working to complete an
MOA between the DFW and the Tolowa Dee Ni Tribe, who will be
managing the equipment and collecting the data. We hope to have the
equipment up and running in October, 2021. This is a huge win for the
river & fly fishers who love it. Mark Rockwell

Murphy’s Law: What can go wrong…
"How Did You Break that Fly Rod??"

Just like the revised lyrics in Paul Simon’s song, “There Must Be 50
Ways to Break Your Fly Rod!” Which is almost as tragic as the
situations in his original version, “There Must Be 50 Ways to Leave
your Lover!”
 

Some ways are all too common (for breaking fly rods I mean) - Doors
in the house, the garage, the car, and of course ceiling fans. But how
about some stories about the unusual and creative techniques that
have resulted in turning two piece rods into three or four pieces?

As shown in the photo of Michael Caranci
in the Seychelles, an angler can safely put
a serious bend in the rod. However an
unnatural bend which over stresses some
part of the blank can be a big problem.
For example, one time I was fishing solo
and trying to take an underwater photo of
a Trinity steelhead.... 

To do that, I try to only hold the line and
never touch the fish. They tend to calm
down a bit for photos that way. I laid the rod
down on the gravel bank, rod facing
upstream, while I held the line for
photos. Things were going ok, for a
while. Suddenly the fish decided it was time
for its escape and bolted downstream so

quickly it pulled the leader from my surprised grasp. I knew what was
going to happen next- the rod could not switch ends quick enough and
instead bent over until it snapped. Even though the Sage RPL had
been discontinued, the company still has stocks of blanks for warranty
work. The 8-weight was repaired at a very reasonable cost. Same with
the RPL 6-weight a few years later that a fishing partner leaned against
in my boat. That time, the company also replaced the handle while
they were at it. Great service.



 

Another way to over bend a rod is to have your hooked fish decide to
make a dash under the boat. I have a nice 5-weight TFO rod and the
fish was a good size Diamond Lake Oregon rainbow. I did the right
thing by sticking the rod down and under the boat as best I could, but
the rod, the fish and the anchor rope plotted against me. That five-
piece rod used to be four, but TFO is also a great company and in short
order I had a four-piece rod again.

I gave the Sage warranty service another
test in Brazil. Our group was in the
terminal in Manaus after getting off the
COPA flight, and kept waiting for the
baggage carousel to start turning. We
could see our plane through the window,
but what was taking so long for the
luggage? Finally we were told the bad
news: the flight crew could not find the key to the luggage
compartment. More bad news, the plane had to depart for the return
trip to Panama, and would not be back for 24 hours. Even worse news,
we were to fly to the jungle lodge and begin fishing the next
morning. So the next day we were at the lodge, and trying to get
everyone set up so they could still fish while they waited a day or two
for their gear. I was loaned a Sage rod. The FIRST fish I caught, about
a 5 pound peacock bass, was my last for the day. The technique is
called “High-Sticking.” Not like the fishing technique using nymphs-
this is when the rod is raised to a vertical while fighting (or landing) a
fish or freeing a snag. I was fine while up on the bow, but when the fish
reached the side of the boat I stepped down to head the fish back to
the guide- looking at my feet and the guide and not the rod.. too much
bend in the rod, and.. broken borrowed rod! It belonged to the lodge
manager, who calmly said no problem and Sage would take care of
it. Sage is in Washington and we were in the jungle in Brazil, and the
manager says “no problem!”
 

Over the years I have become so adept at "High Sticking" that I just
had to do more of it on a salt water trip to Baja. I broke a rod each day
for the first three days! 
 

On day one I was playing tug of war with a tuna. Even with a 12 weight
rod a tuna of any size is a work out. As I was looking down into the
crystal clear depths watching my tuna, a BIG dark shape appeared
below the fish. I have no idea what it was. Anyway I put even more of a
strain on the rod to get the fish away from whatever was checking it
out, and… broken 12 weight TFO rod. 

The broken rod on day two was embarrassing. Of all
the different species to catch in Baja, the one I don’t
want is a needle fish. Not just because of the teeth,
but they jump and flip around and really mess up



leaders and flies. So this particular needle fish was a
bit larger than most, but I still wanted it off my line
asap. I was fishing from the bow and stepped down
onto the floor to get the leader to the pangero so he
could wrestle the ornery fish in. Looking at my feet
while I stepped, and not looking at the rod, and you
know what happened next! High Sticking!
 

Day three and enough with the high sticking - I found
another way to break a rod. After a bit of fishing I decided to rig up my
Winston 9-weight rod. I had just finished getting set up when the
pangero decided to try a different spot. I set the Winston along side
the other rods where the rods always go in the panga. The boat ride to
the next spot was a bit bumpy, but not the kind of ride that jars your
teeth and compresses vertebrae. We came to a stop, I picked up the
Winston to begin casting… and the tip was broken! Three days, three
broken rods, and this rod was never even cast once. Winston is also a
good company, and the 9-weight is once again ready for a trip. So is
the Winston 8-weight that I broke a few years earlier when practice
casting on a lawn and didn’t notice the ferrules were not securely in
place… until I heard a noise kinda like “crack.” At least I did not “High
Stick” that time!

Even guides who have a lot of experience
landing fish can make a mistake. A bonefish
guide on Christmas Island was carrying the
client’s bonefish rod while the client (not
me) had a 12-weight while looking for
GT’s. The guide used the rod to catch a
bonefish, then broke the rod by high sticking
while landing the fish. Very unhappy
client! We did not see that guide again all week. For just that reason I
am very hesitant to let someone else use my stuff when on a trip. I can
do enough damage all by myself.

Don’t do what I do, instead take this advice from the warranty page of
a rod manufacturer to avoid high sticking:
 

“Boating A Big Fish: When a big fish comes to the boat, things can
happen fast. It is sometimes necessary to stick the rod deep in the
water for a final dash under the boat. A rod under full load that
touches the gunwale is likely to explode. Once the line is grabbed by
hand immediately allow slack and plenty of it. From this point on, the
fish should be hand-lined to submission, but be ready if the fish makes
another run.”

 Rod Warranties
 

Warranty information: a "Lifetime" warranty is usually for the rod’s
original owner and covers “defects.”  High Sticking is NOT a defect in
workmanship, so there are fees involved, which I have found to be very



reasonable.
 

This from the TFO website about broken rods:
The good news is that only about 2% of rod failures are due to
manufacturing defects. The remainder, which constitute the vast
majority of rod breakages, are due to misuse and abuse. A quality rod
blank is remarkably strong but seemingly little things like sudden
impacts, “high-sticking” and other assorted bumps and lumps can
quickly reduce an otherwise sound fishing rod into a failure just
waiting to happen. And it doesn’t take much - even a very powerful rod
blank, misused or perhaps damaged from a small surface fracture, can
suddenly pop under a very marginal load. When this happens, the
fisherman almost immediately cries “defective” and may insist on a
free replacement. He won’t remember that earlier in the day he
slapped the rod against the SUV lift gate, or that his buddy fell on a
stack of rods while getting into the boat, or that his weighted fly came
back and struck the rod as he freed it from a snag. All those things
pass quickly from memory with a quick feel of the rod and a “Gee, I
hope that didn’t hurt anything.”  
 

Sample rod replacement fees: may not be current, and without specific
requirements:
 

TFO: We recommend using a carrier that provides tracking
information in case of a problem. Make sure to include a note with
your return shipping/contact information and a check for $35 per rod
(walk-ins are $25).
 

Sage Repair Fees: The original owner will be responsible for a $75USD
fee for each rod ($40USD for each reel) repaired to cover the repair
processing and handling fee.
 

Winston: IF YOUR ROD IS COVERED UNDER WARRANTY
please check the Warranty Repair box on the Warranty Repair Service
Form and return it to Winston with your rod and the $75.00
administrative fee.
 

Scott: The Scott Lifetime Warranty applies only to the original owner
of new graphite and fiberglass rods, purchased from an authorized
Scott dealer, and that were registered within 30 days of the original
purchase. Each rod being returned for repair will be charged $50.00
for return shipping and handling.
 

Orvis: Step on it, close the door on it, run over it with the car - it
doesn't matter, we'll fix it. If we can't repair it, we'll replace it with a
newer model rod of at least equal value. Your investment is assured
for a $60 handling fee.
 

Now - your turn to share some of your own stories- things that can
go wrong on a fishing trip. Send them to the editor. (Allan Craig)

https://winstonrods.com/wp-content/uploads/Warranty-Repair-Service-Form.pdf


Local Harbingers of Spring


